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 A: Sorting on the _id field is fast and it is what you need since you are looping only once. You can use the $in operator to do
this: db.table.find({_id: {$in : arrayOfIDs}}) Otherwise, do: db.table.find({_id: {$in : arrayOfIDs.map(function(id){return new

ObjectId(id);})}}) A remote control or similar type of human-machine interface (HMI) has been used to control a machine,
such as, for example, a piece of construction equipment. A HMI typically includes one or more buttons, which a user can press
to command the machine to perform one or more functions. For example, the user can press a button to increase the speed of

the machine, or decrease the speed of the machine. The user also can press a button to operate a hydraulic control valve to either
increase or decrease the pressure of a hydraulic cylinder, thereby causing the machine to move or stop. An HMI typically

includes multiple buttons, such as, for example, eight buttons, or about twelve buttons.Former Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson
has failed to persuade judges to release him from jail while he fights the charge of misconduct in public office. In a ruling at the

high court in London on Thursday, five justices said Johnson was guilty of "serious wrongdoing", but that the former London
mayor could remain in jail until the end of his appeal against a conviction at the supreme court. The five – Lady Hale, Lord

Mance, Lord Reed, Lord Beldam and Lord Patten – said the court could not be sure Johnson had not wilfully broken the law,
but only that the evidence was close and that it was difficult to decide who was telling the truth. Lawyers representing Johnson's

accuser, former cabinet minister Michael Gove, were given a 30-day window to appeal against the decision. In the court of
appeal next month, the former foreign secretary must defend a claim that he broke the ministerial code by failing to declare a

conflict of interest when lobbying the government on behalf of a US firm, at a time when Johnson was mayor of London. Gove
has said Johnson's actions amount to an abuse of public office. Johnson denies this and says his actions were the legal minimum

required under the ministerial code. After the ruling, Johnson said in a statement: "I am pleased 82157476af
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